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1. Introduction 
Discussions about the credibility, relevance and usefulness of TIMSS is to a high degree re-

lated to TIMSS alignment to national curricula and students opportunity to learn. TIMSS can 
not be fully aligned with intentions and practice in every participating country since such an 
ambition would narrow the assessment framework of TIMSS to an unacceptable degree. It is 
however important to investigate alignment and to use it in the interpretation of the results. 
There is information in answers from the TIMSS questionnaires that can be used for this pur-
pose, for example teachers’ descriptions of the content taught. TIMSS international reports 
(e.g. Mullis, Martin, Robitaille, & Foy, 2009) present a TCMA (Test Curriculum Matching 
Analysis) in order to investigate the robustness of national results compared to other coun-
tries. 

The study presented here is one of several studies of alignment between TIMSS Advanced 
2008 and Swedish intended and implemented curriculum. One study compared the Swedish 
national syllabus in advanced mathematics with the content domains in TIMSS advanced as 
described in the TIMSS framework (Garden et al., 2006). Another study made a similar com-
parison between the Swedish syllabus and TIMSS cognitive framework. Ongoing studies 
evaluate Swedish students’ opportunities to learn the content in TIMSS Advanced by analys-
ing textbooks. 

The study reported here focuses alignment between the TIMSS items in mathematics and 
physics and Swedish national tests. The purpose of the study is to investigate in what ways 
and to what extent that the items in TIMSS Advanced differ from items in Swedish national 
tests in mathematics and physics, with respect to a broad range of features. 

2. Background 
Alignment concerns how well parts of a system are in accordance with other parts of the sys-
tem, and to what extent they send the same message. According to the Brittish sociologist 
Basil Bernstein there are three message systems of particular interest in the realisation of for-
mal educational knowledge: curriculum, pedagogy and evaluation (Bernstein, 1971). “Cur-
riculum defines what counts as valid knowledge, pedagogy defines what counts as a valid 
transmission of knowledge, and evaluation defines what counts as a valid realization of this 
knowledge on the part of the taught.” (p. 141). Accordingly, in the educational context align-
ment between curriculum, teaching and assessment is of particular interest. 

Webb (1997) deals with alignment in theory and practice and focuses specifically on the 
alignment between learning goals and assessment. He defines the theoretical concept of 
alignment as “the degree to which expectations and assessments are in agreement and serve in 
conjunction with one another to guide the system towards students learning what they are 
expected to know and do.” (p. 4) By ”expectations” he refers to teaching and learning goal 
expressed in documents such as curricula, syllabi, etc.. In order to realize this theoretical con-
cept into practice and actually evaluate the alignment between expectations and assessment 
Webb (1997) developed five criteria. The first criterion concerns subject content and empha-
sises that expectations and assesments should focus students’ subject matter knowledge in a 
coherent way. The second criterion states that expectations and assessment should be founded 
in a common view on how students develop during their complete schooling and how school 
best can contribute to their learning in different developmental phases. The third criterion 
deals with equity and justice and states that if the expectation is that every student should 
reach learning goals of high standard alignment requires assessment situations to give every 
student reasonable opportunities to show what they know and can do. The fourth criterion 
concerns pedagogical implications. Expectations and assesment can and should have an influ-
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ence on teaching, and should sen clear and consistent messages to teacher about what to do. 
Webb’s fifth and final criterion talks about adjustment to the system and focuses whether par-
ents, students, teachers, and others can understand and relate expectaitions and assessments, 
and find it possible to believe that the expectations are possible to reach. 
 
In education, alignment is particularly relevant in two aspects. The firs aspect concerns ideas 
about how to accomplish effective schooling. Roach, Niebling, & Kurz (2008) (with reference 
to Baker & Linn, 2002) argue that large-scale assessment systems and accountability systems 
are based on a theory of action “that assumes increased information about student achieve-
ment, coupled with salient incentives for increased performance (and corresponding punish-
ments for lack of improvement), will motivate educators and produce improved student out-
comes”. (p. 158). The also argue that a consequence of this is that the development and im-
plementation of e.g. large-scale assessment is viewed by advocates of standards-based reform 
as one way to improve classroom instruction and increase equity across the educational sys-
tem. Standards-based reform has definitely been influential in educational reform and has 
influenced the development of the Swedish school system during the last 20 years. With ref-
erence to Smith & O’Day (1991), Clune (2001) claims that the central starting point for the 
standards movement is that alignment between different means of control and teaching mate-
rials is the only way to create schools reaching high standards concerning students achieve-
ment. 

The second aspect describing the importance of alignment is connected to validity in educa-
tional assessment. In order to interpret results from large-scale assessment it is important to 
know the extent to which the assessment reflects what students have had an opportunity to 
learn. This aspect is the basis for the study presented here. 

2.1. Swedish national tests for upper secondary school 
The Swedish comprehensive school is characterised by a substantial empowerment of schools 
and teachers (Vedder & O’Dowd, 1999), but this also counts for upper secondary school. Na-
tional curricula are fairly general and intended to be interpreted locally. The freedom of inter-
pretation is quite big. Teachers are responsible for grading their students, and they are em-
powered to do that based on national assessment criteria describing what students should 
know and be able to do in order to achieve a certain grade. There are no formal examination 
tests in Swedish upper secondary school, but a system of national assessment serving several 
purposes. Teachers are expected to use the results together with results from other assess-
ments during the school year in grading their students. Furthermore, a purpose with the na-
tional assessment system is to clarify the learning aims and operationalise national assessment 
criteria. This means that Swedish national tests can be seen as part of the intended curriculum, 
but also as an instrument leading into the implemented curriculum. At least in theory, the tests 
found in the Swedish national assessment system are low-stakes in the sence that they have no 
immediate consequence for the individual student. However, the tests are viewed as very im-
portant by teachers and students, raising the stakes substantially. 

Swedish upper secondary school is organised in subjects and modular courses within sub-
jects. In mathematics, the core of the subject is studied in five courses (A-E) with Mathemat-
ics A as the first course, Mathematics B building on Mathematics A, etc. TIMSS Advanced 
content can be associated to most of these courses, but you need to have studied at least 
Mathematics A-D in order to have a reasonable chance of solving a majority of the TIMSS 
items. In physics, the core of the subject is studied in two courses. Both courses are relevant 
in relation to the TIMSS items (and the TIMSS framework), which means that students par-
ticipating in TIMSS Advanced had to have studied both courses. 
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In mathematics, national tests are given two times a year for each of the courses Mathemat-
ics A-D. For mathematics E, and for the two courses in physics, a national item- and testbank 
is accessible for teachers. In this internet-based bank, teachers can create and download tests 
using a large number of items. Teachers can also download ready-made tests from the web-
site. National tests are compulsory for mathematics A and for the final mathematics course in 
each study programme. Using the item- and testbanks is voluntary, but national evaluations 
tell us that the bank in physics is frequently used by the physics teachers (Skolverket, 2005). 
Even though there is a formal and legal difference between national tests and tests from the 
national test bank, they will both be referred to as national tests for convenience. 

2.2. Aim and research questions 
The aim of the study is to describe and analyse alignment between the TIMSS Advanced 2008 
student achievement instruments and tests from the Swedish national assessment system. 
 
More specifically four research questions are focussed. The first question concerns the subject 
domains covered by each task. This is important to the alignment issue since two tests which 
represent different subject specific content can give different pictures of what student know 
and can do in the subject.The second question deals with the thought processes demanded of 
students in order to answer the items in the two tests. In addition to alignment with respect to 
subject content, cognitive demands of the items play an important role for students’ possibili-
ties to. The third question adresses the demands on students answers. What kind of formats 
for answering items is used in the studied materials? The requirements for giving a correct 
answer also differ between items where students only have to give a shor answer and items 
where they are expected to show their line of thought.are different The fourth research ques-
tion concerns the presentation of the item, focusing context, format and text. 

2.3. Method 
A taxonomy was developed and applied on the TIMSS tests and on a sample of mathemat-

ics- and physics-tests from the Swedish national assessment system. Items from both systems 
were categorised on the basis of the taxonomy. In this section, the taxonomy, test samples and 
categorisation procedure will be described in detail. 

2.3.1. Taxonomy 
For the purpose of comparing TIMSS and Swedish national tests a taxonomy was developed, 
building on a taxonomy from previous Swedish research on international comparative studies 
for comprehensive school (Lindström, 2006) The taxonomy has been developed in order to 
find meaningful categories for the advanced level national tests as well as for TIMSS. The 
parts of the taxonomy dealing with subject content domains and cognitive domains is based 
on the TIMSS Advanced 2008 Framework (Garden et al, 2006). The framework corresponds 
to the research questions stated above, and has the following overall structure: 

Research question 1 (Q1): Subject content 

Research question 2 (Q2): Cognitive aspects 
 Q2a:Cognitive level 
 Q2b:Calculations 

 Q2c: Tools 

Research question 3 (Q3): Demands on students answers 

Research question 4 (Q4): Presentation 
Q4a: Text length 
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Q4b: Graphical elemens 
Q4c: Subject specific words 
Q4d: Out-of-school contexts 

In the following sections the categories in each part of this structure will be elaborated. 

2.3.2. Subject content 
The categories used for classification of items with respect to subject content are based on the 
description of content domains in TIMSS Advanced Assessment Framework (Garden et al., 
2006), but in order to make meaningful categorisations of all items from the national tests 
some areas have been broadened and some subdomains have been added. The content catego-
ries used in this study are presented in Appendix 1 (mathematics) and Appendix 2 (Physics). 
In Physics a specific category has been added to be able to identify items in physics that pri-
marily have a mathematical content, and require no understanding of physics. In these items is 
the information given in the item sufficient to make it possible to answer using mathematics 
and a table of formulae. 

2.3.3. Thought processes 
Three different aspects are used in order to categorise cognitive demands in the items ana-
lysed: cognitive levels, use of calculations, and usefulness of tools. 

2.3.3.1. Cognitive levels 
Categorisation into cognitive levels is intended to indicate the kind of thought processes de-
manded in order to solve a task. Thought processes are of course individual, and categorisa-
tion of items with respect to cognitive levels can only be done in a judgmental process esti-
mating what kind of thought processes that most students most likely will engage in when 
working with each item in TIMSS. In this study, categories describing cognitive level are 
based on the TIMSS Advanced assessment framework (Garden et al., 2006). The cognitive 
levels of TIMSS were reformulated to some extent in order to enable clearcut categorisations 
of items from TIMSS and national tests. Descriptions of the categories used are found in Ap-
pendix 2. 

Items are categorised with a typical student in mind. This student has studied the courses re-
quired to be included in the TIMSS Advanced study, i.e. mathematics D or physics B. Famili-
arity with items is a characteristic of the cognitive levels in mathematics, and to some extent 
also in physics. Estimates of the novelty of items for the students have been made by identify-
ing whether similar items are found in dominating textbooks or not. 

Since there are items in TIMSS covering content that is not covered in advanced mathematics 
and physics in Swedish upper secondary school, a category of prerequisites missing was 
added. For items put in this category students lack the possibility of reaching a correct answer, 
regardless of cognitive level, because there are crucial conceptual or procedural elements that 
they have never met. This makes categorisation of cognitive level meaningless for these 
items. 

For both mathematics and physics, the main cognitive levels used are knowing, applying and 
reasoning (Appendix 2). More than one of these levels can be identified as useful in working 
with an item, but here each item is categorised according to the highest cognitive level re-
quired in order to receive maximum score on the item. If, for example, an item requires know-
ing as well as applying (which all applying items do), but no reasoning, the item will be cate-
gorised as applying. Each cognitive level is described using a number of criteria for categori-
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sation, and meeting one of these criteria is enough for an item to be categorised in a certain 
cognitive level. 

2.3.3.2. Calculations 
Three categories are used in order to describe and compare the types of calculations required 
in items. 

Trivial/no calculations Items demanding no calculations or only simple mental 
calculations 

Straight-forward calculations Items demanding writing or using calculators in order per-
form algoritms or to keep track of the calculations. No 
more than one more difficult calculation is demanded in 
order to reach an answer. 

Complex calculations Items demanding on or more partial results in order to 
make the final calculation 

 

2.3.3.3. Tools 
For TIMSS Advanced as well as the national tests, students are allowed and expected to use 
calculators and tables of formulae when working with the items. One difference between the 
two tests is that national tests contain a part where calculators are not allowed. Another differ-
ence is that the tables of formulae allowed are very different in TIMSS compared to the na-
tional tests. The categorisation with respect to the usefulness of these tools is made on the 
basis of the particular table of formulae allowed in the two tests, using four categories; no tool 
useful, table of formulae useful, calculator useful, and both calculator and table of formulae 
useful. 

No tool Neither table of formulae nor calculator give significant 
help in solving the task 

Table of formulae The table of formulae allowed gives definitions or rela-
tions that are useful in solving the task 

Calculator Solving the task without a calculator takes substantially 
longer time 

Table of formulae and calculator Both table of formulae and calculator are very helpful in 
solving the task 

 

2.3.4. Demands on students’ answers 

2.3.4.1. Type of answer 
The types of answers expected by students are described in five different categories. Some of 
the items give more the one score point with different kinds of answers demanded for differ-
ent scores. These items are categorised based on the type of answers required in order to 
achieve the highest score. 

Multiple choice Items answered by choosing between given alternatives with the 
number of correct alternatives set out 
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Complex multiple choice Item answered by choosing between given alternatives. The 
number of correct alternatives is unknown or several different 
concepts must be paired to a definition or a phenomenon 

Short answer Item answered with a calculated value or a single word 

Extended answer Item answered with students describing their line of thought or 
presenting a statement that is motivated or validated 

Draw Item answered by drawing a picture, graf or table (a kind of 
short answer) or supplement a statement by drawing (a kind of 
extended answer) 

 

Type of answer is also categorised with respect to whether students are expected to show their 
work or not. In TIMSS it is explicitly stated when students are expected to show their work, 
i.e. to explain how they reached the final answer. The opposite is true for the national tests. If 
it is not explicitly stated that only a final answer is to be presented, students are expected to 
explain how they reach their final answer. 

2.3.5. Presentation 

2.3.5.1. Text length 
Text lenght is a characteristic of items that can signal fundamental features of items, such as 
construct irrelevant variance due to undue influence of reading comprehension on mathemat-
ics and science achievement scores. Differences in text length can also be seen as an align-
ment problem since students might not have had the opportunity to learn to solve problems 
posed in a particular format. 

The relationship between text length in an item and students difficulties in solving it is com-
plex, and text length is an uncertain measure of readability (Nyström, 2008). Nevertheless, 
test length was categorised in our study as a simple description of item format and readability 
demands. 

In categorising the number of words per item, items are quite simply given a number repre-
senting the number of words. Numbers, signs, variables or equations are not counted as 
words. For example, the figure “1” is not counted as a word, but the quantification “one” is. In 
the cases where an item stem is relevant to several specific items, the number of words in the 
stem has been included in the word count for each item. Prompts, like ”you don’t have to 
show your work”, are not included in the estimation of text length. 

2.3.5.2. Graphics 
Graphics refers to pictures, tables, graphs and diagrams found in the items. Items with more 
than one type of graphical representation are assigned to multiple categories. Graphical repre-
sentations in a stem connected to several items are valued with respect to their significance for 
each item. The five categories used are shown below. 

No graphics Item presented without graphical representations 
Decoration Item presented with a graphical representation illustrating the 

task, but not supplying any necessary information 
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Informative picture Item presented with a graphical representation containing neces-
sary or clarifying information, needed in order to answer the 
item 

Table Item presented with table/s containing necessary or clarifying 
information, needed in order to answer the item 

Diagram/Graph Item presented with diagram or graph containing necessary or 
clarifying information, needed in order to answer the item 

 

2.3.5.3. Subject specific vocabulary 
Categorisation of items with respect to the occurence of vocabulary is slightly different in 
mathematics and physics. 

In mathematics the complexity of the vocabulary used in items is categorised on the basis of 
how late in the educational system these words are introduced and how common they are. The 
items are categorised into five different categories based on the highest complexity of vocabu-
lary found in each item. The vocabulary is considered unknown if at least one word in the 
item is not found in the dominating textbook in advanced mathematics. 

None, or used in every-
day language 

Item presented using no subject specific words, no subject-specific 
words explained in the text, and no subject-specific words used in 
everyday language 

Basic subject-specific 
vocabulary 

Item presented using subject specific words that students most 
likely have met earlier and frequently, for example function 

Basic specialised vo-
cabulary 

Item presented using the words: derivative, number sequence, inte-
gral 

Other specialised vo-
cabulary 

Item presented using subject-specific words that the students can be 
expected to have learned in the last year with the exception of de-
rivative, number sequence, integral 

Unknown vocabulary Item presented using subject-specific words that the students most 
likely never have encountered 

The category “basic specialised vocabulary” was meaningful to use in mathematics because 
these words have a specific role in the core of the courses in advanced mathematics. 
 

The categories used in Physics resemble to some extent the categories used in mathematics, 
but they are described slightly different due to the fact that physics is only studied in two 
courses in upper secondary school and little subject-specific vocabulary can be expected to be 
introduced in comprehensive school. 

None, or used in every-
day language 

Item presented using no subject specific words, no subject-specific 
words explained in the text, and no subject-specific words used in 
everyday language 

Basic subject-specific 
vocabulary 

Item presented using subject specific words that students most 
likely have met in Physics A 

Specialised vocabulary Item presented using subject-specific words that the students can be 
expected to have learned in Physics B 
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Unknown vocabulary Item presented using subject-specific words that the students most 
likely never have encountered 

2.3.5.4. Out-of-school contexts 
Setting mathematics and science tasks in an out-of-school context is a way of making the tasks more 
concrete and understandable, and can also hopefully point to the usefulness of what students are ex-
pected to learn. Furthermore it is claimed that the concordance between school word problems and the 
corresponding out-of school task situations (often denoted task authenticity) can affect both the stu-
dents’ engagement in the task context and the extent to which they require that their solutions make 
sense in the ‘real-life’ situations described in the tasks (see e.g. Palm & Nyström, 2009). Palm (2006) 
has argued that a school task with an out-of-school context can be considered authentic only if it 
represents some task situation in real life, and simulates important aspects of that situation to some 
reasonable degree. For this purpose he has developed a framework identifying a number of important 
aspects concerning authenticity. The categories used in the present study are inspired by the work by 
Palm (2006), but a much simplified version. 
 

No reality Item not describing a context relating to a world outside of the sub-
jects internal concreteness 

Artificial reality Item describing a context relating to a world outside subject-specific 
theory and relating to practical situations, but asking questions that 
most likely would not be asked in these situations 

Real reality Item describing a real-world context (every-day life, society, work-
ing life, research), asking questions that can be expected to be rele-
vant in the given context 

2.3.1. Sampling of items 
All of the items in TIMSS Advanced 2008 are categorised and compared with approximately 
equal numbers of item from Swedish national tests. In all, four national tests in mathematics 
D and four tests from the national test bank in physics B have been analysed. 

Mathematics D and physics B are the courses in the Swedish upper secondary school most 
closely resembling the requirements of TIMSS Advanced, and therefore the study is restricted 
to a comparison with the national tests used in these courses. There is however a problem with 
this restriction because some of the TIMSS content is covered in courses preceeding mathe-
matics D and physics B. 

TIMSS Advanced 2008 contains in total 76 items. To match this item pool, four mathematics 
D national tests were selected, in total 87 items. The physics part of TIMSS contains 72 items, 
which are analysed and compared to items from four physics tests in the national test bank, in 
total 86 items. 

2.3.2. Categorisation procedure 
Each item in the sample has been categorised by two persons. In mathematics, the categorisa-
tion of each item was made in collaboration and during this collaborative work the categories 
were adjusted until they were judged to give a concordant categorisation of the items. In phys-
ics, a subsample of items were categorised in collaboration in order to adjust the categories 
and reach a common interpretation. Half of the remaining items were categorised by one per-
son and half by the other, and problematic cases were discussed and agreed upon. 
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In case an item can be solved using more than one method, and these methods represent dif-
ferent categories, the item has been given multiple categorisations. Results are mainly pre-
sented as percentage of raw-scores connected to the items found in each category. 

3. Results 

3.1. Results mathematics 

3.1.1. Mathematics content 
The comparison of content domains represented by tasks in Swedish national tests and in 
TIMSS indicates some differences. The TIMSS tests show an even distribution of item scores 
over the three content domains. In the Swedish tests, more than half of the attainable score 
points are found in the area of Calculus and as little as 13 percent in the area of Geometry. 
The Algebra-scores are approximately equal in the two item sets. 
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Figur 1 Distribution (in %) of available score points on content domains in mathematics for TIMSS Ad-

vanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

A comparison of score distributions for content subdomains point to other differences. Some 
subdomains are only represented in TIMSS: series and sums (1.2), combinations, probability 
and statistics (1.3), solve problems using gradients (3.2), equations and relations for the circle 
(3.3) and vectors (3.5). Subdomains only represented in the Swedish national tests are differ-
ential equations (2.6) and volume by rotation (2.7). Other categories showing large differ-
ences are complex numbers (1.1) which is more common in the Swedish tests, and using 
geometrical properties to solve problems (3.1) which is much more frequent in TIMSS. 
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Figur 2 Distribution (in %) of available score points on content subdomains in mathematics for TIMSS 

Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 

3.1.2. Thought processes 

3.1.2.1. Cognitive level 
A comparison of cognitive levels in tasks from national tests and TIMSS shows that the 

distribution between cognitive levels is fairly similar in the two tests.  
Some of the items in TIMSS have been classified as “not relevant”. These are items in 

TIMSS having content that the Swedish students have not met. These are not possible to cate-
gorize with respect to cognitive level in any meaningful way. For students taking mathematics 
D as their highest course, 8 % of the items in TIMSS are found to be not relevant. For stu-
dents also taking mathematics E this proportion is lowered to 5 %. 

 
Figur 3 Distribution (in %) of available score points on cognitive levels in mathematics for TIMSS Ad-

vanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

The distribution of cognitive levels in TIMSS deviates from what has been reported in TIMSS 
international reports and in the TIMSS Assessment framework (Garden et al., 2006) because 
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the categorisation presented here is made on the cognitive levels required from Swedish stu-
dents in solving the TIMSS items. 

3.1.2.2. Calculations 
Figure 4 presents the results from the categorisation of items with regard to the complexity 

of the calculations needed to reach a correct answer. The national tests in mathematics require 
more complex calculations than TIMSS Advanced.  
 

 
Figur 4 Distribution (in %) of available score points on types of calculations demanded in mathematics for 

TIMSS Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

3.1.2.3. Tools 
The items from Swedish national tests and TIMSS were also categorised with respect to the 
different tools available for each test. As previously described (see section 2.1) Swedish na-
tional tests constist of two parts, one without calculator and one with. Furtherin more, the na-
tional tests a rather extensive and detailed collection of formulas is allowed. 

Figure 5 shows the results from this categorisation. For a substantial number of items both 
calculators and tables of formulas are useful, which makes the total percentage add up to more 
than 100 percent. The tables of formulas used in the national tests are useful for as much as 
three items out of four. The much more sparse tables of formulas in TIMSS is useful for one 
fifth of the TIMSS items. 
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Figur 5 Distribution (in %) of available score points on usefulness of tools in mathematics for TIMSS 

Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. The category Table of formulae contains items for 
which the available table of formulae can be helpful in solving the item. The category Calculator 
contains items which would take substantially longer time to solve without the help of a calculator. 

 

3.1.3. Demands on students’ answers? 

3.1.3.1. Type of answer 
About half of the score points in the TIMSS items are multiple choice, which is in accordance 
with the prescribed target in the TIMSS assessment framework (Garden et al., 2006). Just 
over a third of the score points (37 %) comes from items requiring a short answer and 10 per-
cent comes from items expecting a long answer. This distribution differs substantially from 
what is found in the Swedish national tests. In these tests there are hardly no multiple choice 
items. Almost 70 percent of the items are of the short answer type, and more than 20 percent 
require long answers. 

 
Figur 6 Distribution (in %) of available score points on item format in mathematics for TIMSS Advanced 

2008 and Swedish national tests.  
 

In the Swedish national tests in mathematics, 77 percent of the items (87 percent of the avail-
able score points) require students to explain their answers. In TIMSS only 17 percent of the 
items (33 percent of the available score points) require these extended answers. 
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3.1.4. Presentation 

3.1.4.1. Word count 
Figure 7 shows the distributions of words per item for the national tests and TIMSS in in-

tervalls from 0 to 50 words. In TIMSS advanced 2008 there are on average 17 words per item 
(median 15) and there are no items with more than 50 words. In the national tests there are 31 
words per item on average (median 15) and 30 percent of the available score points come 
from items with more than 50 words. One item contained as much as 222 words. These results 
show that the main difference between TIMSS and the national tests regarding number of 
words is that the national tests contain a few items with very long texts. 
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Figure 7 Distribution (in %) of text length per item, measured as number of words,  in mathematics for 

TIMSS Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests.  
 

3.1.4.2. Graphics 
In the sample of items from the national tests, more than one graphical object is found in 

four items (16 score points). In TIMSS, the corresponding frequency is two items (2 score 
points). In categorising the type of use of graphics, these items can be counted more than 
once, making the percentages in figure 8 add up to more than 100 percent. Figure xx indicates 
that the national tests contain more graphics, both with an informative function and as decora-
tion. 
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Figure 8 Distribution (in %) of available score points on use of graphical elements in mathematics for 

TIMSS Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

3.1.4.3. Subject specific vocabulary 
According to our categorisation, the national tests contain somewhat more mathematics vo-
cabulary than TIMSS. Some words used in TIMSS are not part of the syllabus in Sweden and 
are therefore categorised as unknown vocabulary.   
 

 
Figure 9 Distribution (in %) of available score points on occurrence of vocabulary in mathematics for 

TIMSS Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

3.1.4.4. Reality 
Items connection to the real world outside mathematics classrooms was analysed using 

three categories. The highest level, ”true” reality, is more common in the Swedish national 
tests than in TIMSS. 
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Figure 10 Distribution (in %) of available score points on type of out-of-school context in mathematics for 

TIMSS Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

3.2. Physics 

3.2.1. Physics content 
Figure 11 shows the distribution of available score points over the content domains. For items 
containing a mixed content, the score points have been distributed over different content do-
mains, if possible. 

 
Figure 11 Distribution (in %) of available score points on content domains in physics for TIMSS Advanced 

2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

The content domain of Heat and temperature is not covered by the Swedish tests in Physics B, 
but they are covered in Physics A and in Chemistry. Taking that into account the overall con-
tent coverage is fairly similar in the two sets of items, with the exception of an overrepresen-
tation of Mechanics in the Swedish tests. 

A comparison of score distributions for content subdomains point to some differences. Within 
Mechanics, the subdomains of waves (1.3), forces on ... (1.4), circular motion (1.5) and har-
monic .. (1.8) are more well represented in the Swedish tests compared to TIMSS. Further-
more, the national tests emphasise electric and magnetic fields (2.3) and optics (2.5). As pre-
viously stated, heat and temperature is not represented at all in the national tests analysed in 
this study, but it is covered in preceeding physics and chemistry courses. Finally, atomic 
structure (4.2) is a more frequent content in the national tests compared to TIMSS. 
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Figure 12  Distribution (in %) of available score points on content subdomains in physics for TIMSS Ad-

vanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

3.2.2. Thought processes 

3.2.2.1. Cognitive level 
The comparison of cognitive levels required in the items indicates that Knowing is more 

focused in TIMSS, and that Reasoning is more focused in the national tests. Applying is how-
ever, equally emphasised in both systems. Swedish students miss the prerequisites to answer 
approximately 1 percent of the items in TIMSS, because they have not met necessary content. 
 

 
Figure 13 Distribution (in %) of available score points on cognitive levels in physics for TIMSS Advanced 

2008 and Swedish national tests. 

4.4.2.2 Calculations 
The categorisation of need for calculations in items (see Figure 14) shows that items requiring 
no calculations or trivial calculations are more common in TIMSS, while the national tests 
focus more on complex calculations. 
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Figure 14 Distribution (in %) of available score points on types of calculations demanded in physics for 

TIMSS Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
 

3.2.2.2. Tools 
Figure 18 shows the extent to which calculators and available tables of formula are useful in 
each set of items. In many items, both tools are useful which causes the total percentage i fig-
ure 15 to exceed 100 percent. The usefulness of these tools in TIMSS is substantially lower 
than in the national tests. The rather comprehensive tables of formula allowed and used in the 
national tests makes them useful in 90 percent of the items. The tables of formula used in 
TIMSS are useful in less than half of the items, possibly because this set of formula is much 
more restricted. 

 

 
Figure 15  Distribution (in %) of available score points on usefulness of tools in physics for TIMSS Ad-

vanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. The category Table of formulae contains items for which 
the available table of formulae can be helpful in solving the item. The category Calculator con-
tains items which would take substantially longer time to solve without the help of a calculator. 
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3.2.3. Demands on students’ answers 

3.2.3.1. Type of answer 
In accordance with TIMSS Assessement framework, approximately half of the available score 
points in TIMSS come from multiple choice items.  Short answers are represented by 26 per-
cent of the available score points, and the corresponding percentage for long answers is 17. 
Short answers are most common in the national tests (49%) and long answers are also fairly 
frequent (36%). Multiple choice items are not very common (10%) 
 

 
Figure 16  Distribution (in %) of available score points on item format in physics for TIMSS Advanced 2008 

and Swedish national tests. 
 

In the national tests in physics, 85 percent of the items require students to explain their an-
swers. In TIMSS only 21 percent of the items require these extended answers. 

3.2.4. Presentation 

3.2.4.1. Word count 
The TIMSS items contain 41 words per item on average (median 39) and the national tests 

contain 48 words per item (median 39). The difference between the two sets of items is very 
small when it comes to average number of words. Similarly to mathematics (but not to the 
same extent) the differences between mean value and median for the national tests indicates 
an overrepresentation of items with a lot of words. In the national tests, 12 percent of the 
available score comes from items with more than 100 words. In TIMSS there were no items 
with as many as 100 words. The item in the national tests with the longest text contained 166 
words. 
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Figure 17  Distribution (in %) of text length per item, measured as number of words, physics for TIMSS 
Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 

 

3.2.4.2. Graphics 
Figure 18 shows the percentage of available score points associated with different functions 

of graphical representations. Informative and decorative grapics is much more common in the 
national tests and the use of no graphical elements is dominating in TIMSS (60%). 
 

 
Figure 18  Distribution (in %) of available score points on use of graphical elements in physics for TIMSS 

Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 

3.2.4.3. Subject specific vocabulary 
In order to be included in the population defined in the physics part of TIMSS Advanced 
2008, Swedish students had to have taken both the first and the second physics course in up-
per secondary school, i.e. both Physics A and B. The TIMSS items contain a higher percent-
age of words that students can be expected to have met in Physics A, and the national tests 
contain more words introduced in Physics B. TIMSS also contains a somewhat larger per-
centage of words that the Swedish students most likely never have encountered. 

Swedish students participating in the physics part of TIMSS Advanced 2008 had studied 
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Figure 19 Distribution (in %) of available score points on occurrence of vocabulary in physics for TIMSS 

Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 

3.2.4.4. Reality 
More than half of the items in both TIMSS and the national tests contain no context that con-
nects to situations in real life outside the classroom. Dressed-up contexts, which pourly mirror 
any real life situation, are as common as contexts which can  

Contexts connecting to real life are about as common as dressed-up contexts, i.e. items indi-
cating a real world situation but using questions that are unlikely outside the classroom or 
requesting solution strategies that would not come into place in the real world situation. The 
distribution over these categories in TIMSS is similar to the distribution in the national tests. 

 
Figure 20  Distribution (in %) of available score points on type of out-of-school context in physics for TIMSS 

Advanced 2008 and Swedish national tests. 
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4. Conclusions and discussion 
The study presented in this paper aimed at describing and analysing alignment between 
TIMSS Advanced 2008 and tests from the Swedish national assessment system. Four areas of 
alignment were focussed by using a framework specifically designed for this purpose. Based 
on the framework alignment was analysed with respect to subject domains, thought processes, 
demands on students’ answers, and presentation of tasks.  

4.1. Comparison of subject content 
In mathematics TIMSS shows a fairly even distribution over Algebra, Calculus and Geome-
try. The national tests have a higher proportion of calculus compared to the other domains. At 
a first glance this could be interpreted as a major concern with respect to alignment, but it is 
important to keep in mind that upper secondary school in Sweden can be described as a 
modular system with successive courses. In mathematics there are five such courses, and the 
national tests analysed in this study are from the fourth of these courses, the one set as a 
threshold for inclusion in the Swedish TIMSS Advanced population. Most of the content cov-
ered in TIMSS is found in one or more of these courses, but it is not necessarily reviewed in 
later courses. In interesting issue worth further studies is to what extent this lack of cumula-
tion is affecting what Swedish students know and can do at the end of upper secondary 
school. 
 
In physics the distribution over content domains in TIMSS is different from the distribution in 
the national tests in that Mechanics is overrepresented in the national tests, and Heat and tem-
perature is not represented at all. Heat and temperature is covered by the physics course pre-
ceeding the one analysed in this study (the one required for participation in TIMSS), and to 
some extent in the chemistry course that all students participating in TIMSS also have taken. 
However, in the same way as for mathematics, this content might be harder for students by 
the time they do the TIMSS tests because this content has not been reviewed recently. 

4.2. Comparison of thought processes demanded from stu-
dents 

Thought processes required by students in their work with the test items were analysed with 
respect to cognitive levels, calculations, and tools. In all three areas the patterns are very simi-
lar in mathematics and physics. 
 
Concerning cognitive levels in mathematics, the national tests contain more Applying and 
Reasoning and less Knowing, compared to TIMSS. In physics the proportion of Applying is 
the same in the national tests and TIMSS, but the national test contain more Applying and less 
Knowing. As part of the categorisation into cognitive levels, a category of “prerequisites 
missing” was also included. Students can sometimes, using Reasoning, successfully answer 
an item containing unfamiliar content, but sometimes the item content is too specific to make 
it possible to solve even if sophisticated reasoning is used. One such example is complex 
numbers. If you have not encountered the idea of complex numbers, items covering that con-
tent are virtually impossible. Items of this kind have been categorised as prerequisites miss-
ing. In mathematics 7 % of the total attainable score comes from items in this category, indi-
cating that there are very few items that Swedish students should be unable to solve on one of 
the cognitive levels defined (Knowing, Applying, or Reasoning). Some of the other items 
might require other cognitive levels from these students than what the international categori-
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sation of items indicates. In physics there are hardly any items in the category prerequisites 
missing. 
 
The analysed national tests in mathematics and physics contain relatively more complex cal-
culations, and relatively less items requiring trivial or no calculations, compared to TIMSS. 
This might be consistent with the national tests having a relatively smaller proportion of items 
focussing the cognitive level of Knowing. It is noticeable that the Swedish national syllabus in 
physics is not characterised by a strong focus on the role of mathematics in physics, and yet 
calculations seem to have a stronger role in the national tests compared to TIMSS. 
 
The comparison of how tools such as calculators and tables of formulae are used in TIMSS 
compared to the national tests in mathematics and physics shows fairly large differences. One 
reason for these large differences is that the tables of formulae allowed are very different for 
TIMSS compared to the national tests. In Swedish national tests the tables of formulae are 
comprehensive, making them potentially useful for a lot of items. Students are not expected to 
remember formulae in these tests, they have tools that make the Knowing part less important 
and necessary. However, this is a difference in theory. We don’t know how much these tools 
actually are used. Another reason for differences regarding tools is that the stronger focus on 
Application (and possibly also the stronger focus on the more complex problem-solving in-
cluded in the Reasoning category) makes calculators more useful in the national tests. 

4.3. Comparison of demands on students’ answers 
There are obvious differences between TIMSS and the national tests with respect to the for-
mat of answering items. The multiple choice format is much more common in TIMSS than in 
the national tests, and the national tests are much more focused on students not only giving a 
short answer, but actually showing their work leading to a final answer. Expecting students to 
show their work enables better opportunities to assess students reasoning, but also their com-
municative competence. In TIMSS the prime focus is on arriving at a correct final answer to 
an item, while national tests often focus the process giving students partial credits for e.g. 
choice of appropriate method.  

4.4. Comparison of item presentation 
The way tasks are presented was analysed with respect to text length (number of words per 
item), graphical elements, subject-specific vocabulary, and out-of-school contexts. 

According to this study, mathematics items in TIMSS generally have a text length similar to 
the text length of items in the national tests. There is however a striking difference in that the 
national tests contain a few items with very long texts, while TIMSS does not. The use of 
graphical elements in mathematics items differs to some extent in that pictures and dia-
grams/graphs are more common in the national tests. Concerning subject-specific vocabulary, 
the difference between TIMSS and national tests in mathematics is small, but a slight overrep-
resentation of specialised vocabulary is found in the national tests. One fifth of the available 
score points in mathematics comes from items with an out-of-school context in TIMSS and 
also in the national tests. However, out-of-school contexts that are “real” (as opposed to “arti-
ficial”) are much more common in the national tests. 

 

In physics the differences in text length per item are similar to the pattern found in mathemat-
ics, but not quite as pronounced. Generally items in TIMSS have the same text length as in the 
national tests, but the national tests contain some very long item texts. Concerning the use of 
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graphical elements in physics, the national tests contain more of both informative and decora-
tive pictures. Specialised vocabulary is also more common in the national tests as compared to 
TIMSS. Though physics mostly shows the same patterns as mathematics in this study, the 
results differ in the comparison of out-of-school contexts. Items with no out-of-school context 
are more common in the national tests than in TIMSS, and TIMSS has a larger proportion of 
items with an out-of-school context that has been categorised as “real” (as opposed to “artifi-
cial”). 

Generally, the differences between TIMSS and the national tests regarding presentation of 
tasks are fairly small and will most likely not be a major alignment threat. To some extent the 
differences can be seen as a mirror of the different functions of these tests. While TIMSS pri-
marily is designed for a measurement purpose, the national tests also have an ambition to im-
plement a national curriculum where for example verbal components are seen as important. 

The issue of text length is particularly interesting and problematic. Items with longer texts are 
often assumed to put higher demands on students concerning understanding the problem and 
finding relevant information. While a longer text (and, even more, a complex text) can put 
relevant demands on students subject specific reading abilities and their understanding of sub-
ject specific vocabulary, these texts can also create irrelevant reading obstacles for students. 
This could imply that TIMSS, with items using fewer words, could be less susceptible to stu-
dents general reading ability. On the other hand, shorter texts can also, due to their compact-
ness, cause severe reading difficulties, in particular if students are not sufficiently socialised 
into the specific genres of item texts in mathematics and physics. 

4.5. Concluding remarcs 
The aim of this study was to investigate the alignment between items used in TIMSS Ad-
vanced 2008 and items used in Swedish national tests at the same level. The degree and char-
acter of this alignment is important for the credibility and usefulness of the results from 
TIMSS. A deeper understanding of alignment (or lack of alignment) can also highlight char-
acteristical features in the national system. The overall conclusion is that TIMSS Advanced 
2008 and Swedish national tests in mathematics and physics have a high degree of alignment 
supporting valid interpretations of the TIMSS results. There are however interesting differ-
ences well worth studying further.  
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Tabell 1 Mathematics domains and subdomains used in the categorisation of items from national tests and 
TIMSS Advanced 2008 

Code Domain Code Subdomain 

1 Algebra 1.1 Complex numbers 

1.2 Series and sums 

1.3 Combinations, probability, statistics 

1.4 Solve equations and inequalities, including logaritmic and 
exponential 

1.5 Construct or recognise graphs, tables, ordered pairs and text 
representing a function 

1.6 Determine signs and values of functions, including rational 
functions, for given values and ranges of the variable. 
Evaluate a function of a function. 

1.7 Solve and handle trigonometric functions and equations 

2 Calculus 2.1 Limits, continuity and differentiability 

2.2 Differentiate polynomials and functions. Apply the chain 
rule and rules for differentiating products and quotients 

2.3 Use derivatives to solve problems 

2.4 Use first and second derivatives to determine extreme val-
ues and to sketch graphs for functions 

2.5 Integrate functions, apply integration and evaluate integrals 
numerically 

2.6 Solve differential equations analytically and numerically, 
and interpret their meaning 

3 Geometry 3.1 Use the properties of geometric figures to solve problems. 
Prove straightforward geometric propositions in two and 
three dimensions 

3.2 Use gradients, y-axis intercepts, and points of intersection 
of straight lines in the Cartesian plane in solving problems 

3.3 Know and apply the equations and properties of circles in 
theCartesian plane. 

3.4 Use trigonometry to solve problems involving triangles 

3.5 Basic handling of vectors 
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Tabell 2 Physics domains and subdomains used in the categorisation of items from national tests and 
TIMSS Advanced 2008 

Code Domain Code Subdomain 

1 Mecanics 1.1 Newtons first and third law, pressure in liquids, and conditions for equi-
librium 

1.2 Kinetic and potential energy, and the conservation of mechanical energy 

1.3 Wave mechanics (sound, water and strings), relationship between speed, 
frequency and wavelength, refraction and reflection to thicker/thinner 
media, standing waves 

1.4 Forces (including frictional force) acting on a body moving with constant 
acceleration and the forces influences on the body’s movement. Calcula-
tions of speed and and acceleration. 

1.5 Relations between force, speed, acceleration and cirkling time for a body 
moving in a circular path. The law of gravitation 

1.6 Using the laws for impuls and conservation of momentum and energi in 
elastic and inelastic collisions 

1.7 Special relativity, including lenght contraction and time dilatation 

1.8 Harmonic oscillations, pendulum 

2 Electricity 
and magnet-
ism 

2.1 Coulombs law. Forces on a charged particle in a homogeneous electric 
field 

2.2 Electrical circuits and components of circuits, Ohm’s law, Joule’s law 

2.3 Forces on charged particles in magnetic fields, relationship between elec-
tricity and magnetism, induction, Lenz’ law, Faraday’s law 

2.4 Electromagnetic radiation, identify different typs of radiation from wave-
lenght and frequency 

2.5 Optics, refraction index, diffraction, transmission gratings, slits, infer-
ence, absorption, reflexion 

3 Heat and 
temperature 

3.1 Difference between temperature and heat. Radiation, conduction and 
convection. Applicatgion of temperature equilibrium. Specific heat ca-
pacity, evaporation, condensation, melting/freezing 

3.2 Heat expansion for solids and liquids, simple applications of the law of 
ideal gases, first law of thermodynamics 

3.3 Temperature dependence of black body radiation, estimate temperature 
based on the wavelength of radiation 

3.4 Fundamental principle behind the green house effect 

4 Atomic and 
nuclear phys-
ics 

4.1 Structure of the atom and atomic nucleus. Apply knowledge about 
atomic number and atomic mass number 

4.2 Absorption- and emissionspectra of atoms. Quantized energilevels of 
electrons. Photoelectric effect, x-ray emission 

4.3 Fission and fusion. Radioactive decay, half-lives, and harmful effects 

5 Mathematics 
only 

5.1 Items requiring only mathematics and a table of formulae 
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Tabell 7 Cognitive levels and criteria for categorisation used in categorising items in mathematics and 
physics from Swedish national tests and TIMSS Advanced 

Cognitive 
level (code) 

Tasks requiring  
students to 

Criteria for categorisation 

  Mathematics Physics 

Knowing (1) account for facts 
and conce pts or 
carry out basic 
procedures 

Recall definitions, terminology, nota-
tion, mathematical conventions, 
number properties, geometric proper-
ties. 
Recognize entities that are mathe-
matically equivalent (e.g., different 
representations of the same function 
or relation). 
Carry out algorithmic procedures 
(e.g., determining derivatives of 
polynomial functions, solving a sim-
ple equation). 
Retrieve information from graphs, 
tables, or other sources. 

Recognize and use scientific vocabu-
lary, symbols, abbreviations, units, 
and scales in relevant contexts. 
Make or identify accurate statements 
about physical facts and relation-
ships. 
Explain properties and relationships 
through descriptions of physical 
properties. 
Describe physical materials and 
processes demonstrating knowledge 
of properties, structure, function, and 
relationships. 

Applying (2) use factual 
knowledge in 
order to choose 
and generate 
models or solve 
routine tasks 

Select an efficient/appropriate 
method or strategy for solving a 
problem where there is a commonly 
used method of solution. 
Generate alternative equivalent rep-
resentations for a given mathematical 
entity, relationship, or set of informa-
tion. 
Generate an appropriate model such 
as an equation or diagram for solving 
a routine problem. 
Solve routine tasks, (i.e., tasks simi-
lar to those students are likely to 
have encountered in class). For ex-
ample, differentiate a polynomial 
function, use geometric properties to 
solve problems. 

Explain physical concepts using 
models or diagrams (e.g. electric 
circuit, atomic structure) 
Choose a suitable method or strategy 
to solve problems that can be solved 
using straight-forward applications of 
physical relationships, equations, and 
formula. 
Explain observations and natural 
phenomena using physical laws or 
theories. 

Reasoning 
(3) 

general-
ize/analyze a 
result or gener-
ate models for 
complex or un-
familiar prob-
lems, and solve 
them 

Investigate given information, and 
select the mathematical facts neces-
sary to solve a particular problem. 
Determine and describe or use rela-
tionships between variables or ob-
jects in mathematical situations. 
Make valid inferences from given 
information. 
Extend the domain to which the re-
sult of mathematical thinking and 
problem solving is applicable by 
restating results in more general and 
more widely applicable terms. 
Combine (various) mathematical 
procedures to establish results, and 

Analyze problems to determine the 
relevant relationships, concepts, and 
problem-solving steps.  
Make general conclusions and de-
termine general formula in order to 
express physical relationships. Apply 
conclusions to new situations. 
Solve problems requiring knowledge 
and skills from mathematics as well 
as physics. 
Justify whether a statement is true 
or false with reference to physical 
relationsships. 
Formulate hypotheses and make pre-
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combine results to produce a further 
result. Make connections between 
different elements of knowledge and 
related representations, and make 
linkages between related mathemati-
cal ideas. 
Provide a justification for the truth or 
falsity of a statement by reference to 
mathematical results or properties. 
Solve problems set in mathematical 
or real-life contexts where students 
are unlikely to have encountered 
similar items, and apply mathemati-
cal procedures in unfamiliar or com-
plex contexts. 

dictions of physical phenomena using 
understandding of physics. 
Make conclusions from and detect 
patterns in data.  Make valid infer-
ences on the basis of evidence and/or 
understanding of physics concepts. 

Prerequisites 
missing (4) 

Need knowledge 
beyond what 
students have 
encountered 
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